Organic semiconductor devices, including light emitting diodes (LEDs), solar cells, and field effect transistors, are still being evolved toward establishing all-organic flexible devices and their applications in a variety of fields.
1,2 Such organic devices are mostly driven by external bias voltages. Therefore revealing the role of electric field on device operation is at the heart of organic electronics. The internal electric field of the devices is often simply estimated from an external voltage divided by the thickness. However, it could considerably differ from an actual internal field in the bias range where charge injection occurs, because the injected charges may distort the field by space-charge effects 3, 4 and/ or by screening effects. 5, 6 The reason of using such a simply estimated field is precisely because of difficulty in determining the field in the injection range. Several methods have been proposed for estimating the internal field and electric potential. A dc-bridge formed by inserting mediate electrodes inside the device was used to measure the internal potential of organic LEDs (OLEDs). 7, 8 However, the method is possible only for relatively thick devices (e.g., 400 nm and 800 nm (Refs. 7 and 8)) and the inserted electrode could affect an internal potential profile. The use of light from "electric field induced second-harmonic generation" (EFISHG) was shown to be effective for measuring the electric field inside OLEDs even in the injection region. 9, 10 However, the technique requires elaborate optical experiments and has now only been realized for specific OLEDs consisting of layered molecule-based materials.
It is well-known that Stark signals appear in electromodulation spectra of organic films proportional to the square of electric field. 11 The Stark signals can be simply observed by employing lock-in detection techniques combined with bias modulation and were exploited to measure the internal field of organic devices. 12, 13 Since then, the Stark method has been established as a powerful tool to determine the built-in electric field and used for a variety of organic devices such as LEDs and solar cells. 5, 6, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] In the method, a linear relation between the internal field and applied biases is generally identified below the built-in potential. However, the Stark signals determining the field were shown to remarkably decrease above a bias where charge injection occurs in polymer LEDs 5,6,15,16 and light-emitting electrochemical cells. 18 These observations provide evidence of injected carriers to screen internal fields inside the devices. We note, however, that the lock-in based Stark method cannot determine the magnitude of electric field in the case of field-screening. It is because this method is allowed only for a bias range where the internal field linearly changes for the applied bias, as explained later. Therefore, eventually, the conventional Stark method could not be applicable for devices under working conditions.
In this article, we propose a method of determining the internal field of thin film devices that is available regardless of the presence or absence of the screening effect. The method employs Stark signals induced by applying triangular pulse biases. The intensity of Stark signals is demonstrated to vary according to theoretical predictions, by which we determine the field-bias characteristics of a polymer LED. The characteristics demonstrate clearly the presence of the screening effect, and we finally estimate a spatial distribution of electric field inside the LED. The presence of screening effect can seriously affect interpretations on the operation mechanism of organic devices such as LEDs and solar cells. Systematic studies based on the method proposed in this study would be effective for understanding the underlying device physics.
The structure of the polymer LED used in this study is ITO/PEDOT-PSS/MEH-PPV/Ca/Al, where PEDOT-PSS is poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate) and MEH-PPV is poly[2-methoxy,5-(2 0 -ethyl-hexyloxy)-pphenylene vinylene]. The MEH-PPV layer was spin-coated a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: kkane@sci.osaka-cu.ac.jp. in a glovebox from the chlorobenzene solution at 5 mg/ml. The thickness of the polymer layer was about 50 nm. The Ca and Al layers at thicknesses of 5 nm and 20 nm, respectively, were deposited by vacuum evaporation and formed a semitransparent cathode. The active area of the LED was approximately 0.8 cm 2 . The spectra of bias-modulation experiments were recorded by applying a square-wave AC bias to the LED and detecting the modulation signals with phasesensitive lock-in techniques for the transmitted probe light passing through a monochromator. The probe light was produced using a tungsten/halogen lamp and detected with a Siphotodiode. Transient optical signals were recorded using a digital oscilloscope while applying triangular shape biases (70 Hz). All measurements were performed at room temperature under vacuum conditions.
The intensity of Stark signals proportional to the normalized transmittance change (DT/T) increases depending on the square of internal electric field F according to the relation
where Imv (3) is the imaginary component of the third-order susceptibility. In typical experiments to measure the internal field, a bias consisting of DC-(V dc ) and AC-(
, is applied to devices. 13 I s is then given by the next relation
F dc and F ac (x) are the DC-and AC-components of internal field induced by V dc and V ac (x), respectively. F dc includes the contribution from the built-in electric field F bi . A lock-in output at x in applying a bias V is proportional to the product F dc jF ac (x)j of Eq. (2). The bias-dependence of internal field is obtained from the relation of F dc and V dc measured when sweeping V dc while keeping the V ac (x)-amplitude constant. This method has been shown to be effective to determine the internal field including F bi of organic devices. 5, 6, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] However, in fact, this method includes two issues. First, since F dc is obtained from the lock-in output of F dc jF ac (x)j averaged for the modulation of V ac (x), the V ac -amplitude should be ideally negligibly small to define the field at V dc . Modulation amplitudes often used were 0.5-1 V, which could result in serious inaccuracy. The other issue also arises from use of modulation. In using Eq. (2), jF ac (x)j is assumed to be constant during sweeping V dc under the constant V ac (x)-modulation. This assumption is valid when the resultant internal field changes linearly during the 6V ac modulation, typically in the case of the internal field simply consisting of the sum of built-in and external fields. However, the assumption of the constant-jF ac (x)j is not allowed for the internal field changing non-linearly during the 6V ac -modulation because the non-linearity results in changing jF ac (x)j during sweeping V dc . Therefore, the lock-in method of field determination cannot be used for bias regions where field screening by charge injection occurs, suggesting inapplicability under operating conditions of LEDs. From the reasons above, we propose a determination method of internal field without using modulation techniques, which is available even in the bias range of charge injection. In case of no modulation, the Stark intensity simply changes depending on the square of internal field according to Eq. (1). We hereafter show that such Stark signals can be picked up directly from bias-dependent spectral signals by careful spectral analyses and experiments using triangular shaped voltage biases.
A bias to devices in the injection region can contribute both to applying an electric field to molecules inside devices and generating excited species such as carriers and excitons. The MEH-PPV diode indeed exhibits spectral features from both effects, as reported previously. 18 Resolving the coexistent spectral features is essential for precisely examining spectral features of Stark signals, including cases of using modulation techniques although such coexistent structure has not been well-studied. Generally, coexistent components of different origins may be decomposed by regulating a modulation frequency and lock-in phase, because they often have different response rates to the bias modulation. 15, 27 Indeed as shown in Fig. 1 , by regulating a lock-in phase of the modulation signals obtained under a relatively high frequency (12 kHz), a particular spectral component was resolved in the quadrature phase. The quadrature spectrum is similar to the differential absorption spectrum of MEH-PPV film and also similar to the Stark spectra of MEH-PPV obtained from electroabsorption (EA) measurements with coplanar electrodes 28 and those reported previously. 11, 29, 30 The resolved quadrature spectrum thus corresponds to the Stark spectrum of the present MEH-PPV diode.
The spectral structure below 2.0 eV of the in-phase signal in Fig. 1 does not appear in the Stark spectrum of the quadrature phase and is similar to that of polarons generated by the bias application. 31 The signals below 2.0 eV thus mainly originate from charged species. The in-phase spectrum consists FIG. 1. Optical spectra obtained by applying square-wave bias of 4 V to the polymer LED at 12 kHz. From the top, in-phase and quadrature spectra measured by lock-in techniques, the differential steady-state absorption spectrum, the spectrum of charged species obtained by subtracting the Stark signal from the in-phase spectrum, and the steady-state absorption spectrum. The vertical broken line indicates the energy position (2.27 eV) where the signal from the charged species is negligible. of the sum of the signals from charged species and Stark component, suggesting that the spectrum of charged species can be decomposed by subtracting the Stark component. Figure 1 presents the spectrum of charged species obtained by moderately subtracting the Stark components from the in-phase spectrum (see supplementary material 28 ). The spectrum has an upward peak at 2.45 eV and downward peak at 2.15 eV attributed to bleaching and absorption signals, respectively. The bleaching component is similar to the absorption spectrum of MEH-PPV, indicating relevance of the spectral decomposition. Comparing the spectra of Stark signals and the charged species, it turns out that the signal intensity around 2.27 eV of the charged species is negligibly small but that of the Stark signals is detectable. Therefore, we can expect that bias-induced signals measured at this energy enable independent detection of the Stark signals.
The bias-dependent feature of the Stark signals was thus examined at 2.27 eV. We then employed a triangular shape bias shown in Fig. 2(a) for quasi-synchro-measurements of Stark intensity in a wide bias range. The intensity of Stark signals is typically an order of 10 À5 to 10 À3 of transmitted light and the signal-detection is usually difficult without lock-in techniques because of the fluctuation of background signals. The measurements by the triangular bias were thus repeatedly made to average slowly fluctuating background signals. Figure 2(a) indicates the time-traces of spectroscopic signals measured at 2.27 eV and current induced by linearly varying biases from À3 to 10 V. Upon increasing the voltage from À3 V, the current rises around 3 ms and the spectroscopic signals then exhibit a peak. Such time traces can be directly converted into the characteristics of bias-current and bias-spectroscopic signals, and their characteristics in the bias-increasing process are shown in Fig. 2(b) .
The time traces of spectroscopic signals were also measured at other energy points and showed that the time trace at 2.27 eV results from Stark signals, 28 consistent with the spectral analyses in Fig. 1 . The signal intensity at 2.27 eV is thus predicted to exhibit squared bias-dependence according to Eq. (1) in the bias region of negligible charge injection. Also the signal is expected to have a maximum or minimum peak at the built-in potential (V bi ) because the Stark signal is then nulled. The characteristics at 2.27 eV in Fig. 2 (b) exhibit a peak at 2.2 V, around which the current starts to rise. The peak bias fairly agrees with V bi calculated from the work function difference of Ca (À2.8 eV) and PEDOT-PSS (À4.8-5.0 eV). Moreover, the squared bias-dependence of spectral signals was also examined based on the center voltage assumed to be 2.2 V and the result fitted below 2.2 V is shown in Fig. 2(b) . It clearly demonstrates the proportionality of the spectral intensity to the squared voltage. Therefore, both results of the peak position and bias-dependence are consistent with the theoretical prediction. This confirms that the characteristics at 2.27 eV enable determination of internal field. Unlike the case of using bias-modulation techniques, the characteristics shown above are applicable to the fielddetermination regardless of the presence or absence of charge injection. For the determination, the bias-dependent part of the characteristics at 2.27 eV was extracted and its square root was calculated by setting the peak point at 2.2 V as the origin. The result was directly converted into the internal field using the identified squared bias-dependence below 2.2 V and is shown in Fig. 3 . It determines the magnitude of internal field including the bias region of carrier injection. As shown in the bias-dependence, the internal field immediately changes above V bi and becomes saturated. This saturation is definite evidence of the field-screening occurring by injected carriers. The field under the screening bias is determined to be 0.2 MV/cm. We here note that, if the lock-in method of field determination is applied for the screening region indicated in Fig. 3 , the screening field could be misregarded as zero because the lock-in signals in the quasi-constant field region are nulled. We also note that the internal field could not be uniform inside the diode typically due to space-charge effects by the injected carriers. Such non-uniform fields could cause spatially dependent spectral responses of EA signals, as previously shown for inorganic semiconductors. 32 The non-uniformity can also distort the lineshape of EAspectrum due to mixing of complex dielectric components. 32 However, in the present case, the Stark-component spectrum obtained under forward bias resembled the EA-spectrum, suggesting negligible distortion of lineshape. Therefore, the field non-uniformity in this system would be relatively small. The determined field then indicates the root-mean square (RMS) of spatially distributed fields according to Eq. (1). Since an RMS value is generally larger than a mean value, the mean saturation field could be somewhat smaller than 0.2 MV/cm.
The screening field is oppositely directed to the external field and should thus be formed by distributions of holes and electrons increasing toward the counter electrodes. Such carrier distributions are not expected in conventional conduction mechanisms like a space charge limited conduction that assumes reduction of carrier density with increasing distance from injection electrodes. Therefore, the screening should be due to accumulation of injected carriers at the counter electrodes following carrier transport. Brewer et al. also proposed such carrier accumulation for explaining the field screening suggested from their experiments for polyfluorene (PFO)-based LEDs and concluded that the accumulation of electrons at the anode would be the main cause of the screening.
5 Similar electron-accumulation can also occur in MEH-PPV LEDs. However, since the mobility of electrons in MEH-PPV is much smaller than that of holes, 33 many electros may not reach the anode in low biases near 5 V where the field screening occurs. Therefore, we regard hole-accumulation near the cathode as being the major origin of the screening.
Since the potential drop in the PEDOT-PSS layer is negligible, the determined saturation field (0.2 MV/cm) only corresponds to a potential drop of 1 V for the 50-nm thickness, which is much smaller than the bias for screening (>5 V). The rest of potential drop is expected to occur at the accumulation layers of holes and/or electrons. We here neglect for simplicity field-distributions by possible space charge effects and assume that the accumulation layers are so thin as not to yield the Stark signals. Spatial distributions of the internal field and electric potential can then be estimated as a function of distance (x) from the anode by using the Gauss's law for the accumulation layers: dF/dx ¼ q/e, with e and q being the permittivity and the charge density of accumulated carriers neglecting the density of mobile carriers, respectively. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the calculated distributions of potential and internal field under 5 Vand 10 V-biases assuming only hole-accumulation with a uniform carrier distribution in the accumulation layer. 28 The potential distribution indicates rapid potential drop near the cathode following the gradual 1 V-reduction. The rapid potential drop then causes a rapid increase of electric field. We here note that the observed field-saturation is probably maintained by increasing accumulated carriers during increasing the bias, which also results in increasing the thickness of accumulation layer. The increased thickness by the bias enhances the internal field within the accumulation layer, as shown by the difference of field-magnitude between 5 V-and 10 V-biases in Fig. 4(b) . We emphasize that the increased internal field could induce emission of accumulated carriers into the electrodes, resulting in partial participation of the accumulated carriers in the electric conduction. Therefore, careful considerations of the role of accumulated carriers would be required to consider the conduction mechanism.
The hole-accumulation near the cathode could be due to electric fields formed by Schottky contact of polymers with the Ca-cathode that are directed in opposition to external fields. Similar fields could also be formed at the anode for electron-accumulation. Therefore, the degree of accumulation, or of screening, would depend on combination of materials used for active layers and electrodes. We finally emphasize that the determination method in this study can be much simply applied than the present case depending on the degree of the spectral overlap between Stark signals and signals from bias-induced species. In summary, this study proposed the method of determining the internal field of polymer LEDs from spectroscopic measurements. The bias-characteristics of spectroscopic signals were demonstrated to change according to theoretical predictions, confirming the relevance of the method. The internal field determined was shown to become saturated because of screening effects. The spatial distributions of the field and potential predict that the electric field near the electrodes increases with increasing the bias and affects the electric conduction.
